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ONLINE LEARNING Syllabus Addendum for ALL DANCE CLASSES 

PAPA will be entirely virtual for the first nine weeks.  The dance department will send out an 

addendum at the beginning of every quarter, to keep current with plans for virtual and in person 

learning.   The one thing we have learned during this Global Pandemic is that things change often!  

Thus, we appreciate everyone’s patience and flexibility as we all navigate this uncharted territory.  

 

1. Please practice patience! Just because your last class was done early or you are excited for 

class to start, know that your class IS happening but not until the scheduled class time.   

2. Please be to class on time!  Please make sure that you go to the bathroom BEFORE class starts 

or take care of business AFTER it is over.  

3. Please keep trying to log back in, if for some reason the internet takes you out of the room.  

Also know what your instructor's protocol might be for this.  

4. Please keep your microphone muted unless your instructor has you do otherwise.  

5. Please make sure your dance space is clean, clear, well-lit and outside distractions are 

minimized as much as possible.   

6. Please be dressed to move and dance!  This includes wearing hair off your face and wearing 

fitted clothing:  Leggings, fitted sweat pants, or shorts and a t-shirt or tank top are fine.  No 

jeans and nothing you have to keep adjusting.  Your instructor might have other specifics for 

their class.  Make sure you are wearing proper undergarments for support and modesty.  

7. Please follow typical studio etiquette: No eating during class, no chewing gum, no "taking 

class" from your bed while lying down, etc. 

8. Please keep chat box conversations limited to appropriate things for class.  No comments on 

anyone’s appearance, clothing, room, or space.   

9. Please make sure your computer or device is in good working order so that you can take class 

with the camera “on” and have the ability to unmute your mic when you need to participate. 

10. Please connect with at least a couple of people from class so that you have people who can 

support you, classmates who you feel comfortable asking for help and fellow students who you 

can connect with if you are absent or need more clarification.  

 


